WEAPON AND SUPPRESSOR SOLUTIONS OF A HIGHER CALIBER

REV↺LUTION™ BIPOD USER MANUAL

INTRODUCTION
With the REV↺LUTION™ BIPOD, a rifle can revolve
360° on the inner race inside the mount. So a
stable shot can be taken at any degree of
rotation while maintaining the two axis of motion
control, side-to-side and up-and-down. That
position can be held by locking it in place by
tightening the Tri nut on the mount.

INSTALLATION
The REV↺LUTION™ BIPOD is to be mounted on the
rifle with leg latches facing the shooter. This allows
for easy adjustment of leg length. Different mounts
are available to integrate the REV↺LUTION™ BIPOD
with multiple weapon systems.
ADJUSTMENT
The Tri nut located at the base of the ring is for
locking cant of rifle in the REV↺LUTION™ BIPOD.
For the Panning model of the REV↺LUTION™ BIPOD
the tension adjusting bolt on the top of the saddle
can be adjusted for each shooters preference in
tension using a T27 Torx wrench. REV↺LUTION™
BIPOD's are shipped with this bolt fully tightened.
CLEANING
To clean the BIPOD race remove the serrated lock
ring by turning counter clockwise and slide the ring
off. Clean both race surfaces with a clean rag
and apply any type of waterproof grease.
Reassemble.

A drop of oil can be applied to the leg extensions
or leg attachment if the operator so desires.
FOOT REPLACEMENT
The REV↺LUTION™ BIPOD feet can be swapped
out with other styles. The retaining bolts do not
require Locktite.
Extend the leg extension all the way and place
extension in a padded vise.

Unscrew foot bolt, remove foot. Installation is the
reverse of removal.
Failure to secure leg extension before foot removal
will cause damage to the extension and cause
malfunctioning of part. Improper foot replacement
is not covered under our warranty.

WARRANTY
The REV↺LUTION™ BIPOD comes with a 1 year
limited warranty:
Elite Iron has in place a very rigid manufacturing
and assembly process in building the highest
quality Bipods. Our Bipods are warranted to be
free from defects both in materials and
workmanship for one year during normal use. If
the need to have the Bipod inspected or serviced
at any time, when determined that the product is
at fault, we will repair the product free of charge.
This warranty does not cover damage to either the
REV↺LUTION™ BIPOD or host weapon resulting in
whole or in part from: use in a criminal act,
negligence or abuse, any type of modifications, or
careless handling. Elite Iron assumes no liability for
damages or bodily injury caused by the above
mentioned conditions. Some states do not allow
the exclusion or limitation of incidental or
consequential damages, so the above limitation
or exclusion may not apply to you.
All parts for the REV↺LUTION™ BIPOD are
replaceable and available from Elite Iron.
Call us at (406)244-0234 with any questions or
concerns.

